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STEPS
Members share experience, strength and 
hope as they work the AA program
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Our Twelve Steps is a brand-new collection of stories from 
AA members about the joys and challenges of working the 
program’s Twelve Steps of recovery. Each chapter illuminates 
a different Step through the experiences of a wide variety of 
AA members. This volume features all-new, up to date stories 
from the pages of Grapevine, the International Journal of 
Alcoholics Anonymous. Great for sponsees and AA Step  
meetings.

Printed in Canada

“ I found a whole new way of life after working the Steps. I hope that by I found a whole new way of life after working the Steps. I hope that by 
reading this other members will see that there’s more than one way to reading this other members will see that there’s more than one way to 
work the Steps—as long as we’re willing, open and honest.work the Steps—as long as we’re willing, open and honest.”—WAVE P., “A SKETCHY FOURTH STEP”—WAVE P., “A SKETCHY FOURTH STEP”

“ Telling another alcoholic who you really are, what you have done, what Telling another alcoholic who you really are, what you have done, what 
you are ashamed of, what you are proud of, what you regret, what you you are ashamed of, what you are proud of, what you regret, what you 
need forgiveness for and what is haunting you freed me in a way that need forgiveness for and what is haunting you freed me in a way that 
nothing or no one else could.nothing or no one else could.” —SNOW P., “THE SECRETS WE SHARE”—SNOW P., “THE SECRETS WE SHARE”

“ The morning after my Fifth Step… I felt the presence of God smiling The morning after my Fifth Step… I felt the presence of God smiling 
down on me from the beautiful blue Louisiana sky… I turned around down on me from the beautiful blue Louisiana sky… I turned around 
and walked back down that road toward home, a new man.and walked back down that road toward home, a new man.”—PATRICK K., “UP IN SMOKE—PATRICK K., “UP IN SMOKE

EXCERPTS FROM OUR TWELVE STEPS

God grant me the serenity to accept the things  
I cannot change, courage to change the things I can, 

and wisdom to know the difference.
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A BRAND-NEW COLLECTION  

OF STEP STORIES! OUT NOW!



 

Flip through the pages. Add these new  
soft cover editions to your library!

 

AA Grapevine books are also available at Central Offices and Intergroups.  

BooksAAGRAPEVINE

Order online aagrapevine.org/store
Or by phone: 800-631-6025

Other Available
Grapevine Titles:
• Free On the Inside (Prison)
• The Best of Bill
• Spiritual Awakenings I and II
• One on One (Sponsorship)
• No Matter What (Adversity)
•  Take Me to Your  

Sponsor (cartoons)
• Voices of Long-Term Sobriety
• Beginners’ Book
• Forming True Partnerships
•  The Home Group
•  Sober & Out (LGBTQ+)
•  Step by Step (our Twelve Steps)
•  One Big Tent (atheist/agnostic)
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MAKING AMENDS

Finding a new freedom

amends.indd   1
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T HE SERE N I T Y PR AY ER

God grant me the serenity 

to accept the things I cannot change, 

courage to change the things I can,

and wisdom to know the difference.

EMOTIONAL

SOBRIETY

The Next Frontier
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Growing up in sobriety means different things to each 

recovering alcoholic, but one idea seems true: The re-

wards for reaching for emotional sobriety are serenity, 

emotional balance and an increased joy for living. These 

selected stories from the AA Grapevine show that when 

people in recovery have the willingness to work the pro-

gram to fi nd solutions rather than stay stuck in prob-

lems, they can let go of fear, put aside selfi sh demands, 

practice outgoing love and become more connected to 

their Higher Power, family and fellows.
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The Language 

of The hearT

Bill W.’s 

grapevine Writings 

Between 1944 and 1971, Bill wrote 150 articles for AA Grapevine, 

helping to unite the Fellowship’s new groups and hammering 

out the principles of AA. These articles give us a living history of 

Alcoholics Anonymous and the story of Bill W.’s emotional and 

spiritual growth.
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This book jacket cover photograph  

was reprinted with permission of A.A. World Services, Inc.
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The SereniT y Pr ay er

god grant me the serenity  

to accept the things i cannot change,  

courage to change the things i can, 

and wisdom to know the difference.
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Prayer & Meditation features powerful stories by members of 

Alcoholics Anonymous about the many ways they pray and meditate 

in their daily lives. The stories in this book show how members begin 

to pray and meditate and then branch out to develop very personal, 

and often creative, ways to practice. Chapters include: daily routines, 

traditional religious practices, activities and exercise, personal 

techniques, the Serenity Prayer, and connecting with nature and 

the universe. All stories were previously published in Grapevine, the 

International Journal of AA. Great for people in recovery or those 

who want to explore prayer and meditation.

Printed in Canada
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“ My life contains so many little joys these days; meditating 

has become one of them.” —D. T., “LOST—AND FOUND—AT SEA”

“ There is no magical formula…I’ve found a way that works for 

me…I’m able to find God no matter where am in my day.”
—EMILY G.. “SPENDING TIME WITH GOD”

“ The rewards in contentment, peace of mind, health and 

happiness have been beyond my wildest expectations.”
—J. J., “TO SINK…OR SWIM?”

God grant me the serenity to accept 

the things I cannot change, courage 

to change the things I can, and 

wisdom to know the difference.

PRAYER & 

MEDITATION

AA members share the many ways 

they connect spiritually

EXCERPTS FROM PRAYER & MEDITATION
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Fun in Sobriety features 50-plus inspiring stories by members  

of Alcoholics Anonymous about the many ways they’ve learned to 

have a good time after putting down the drink. Chapters include 

travel, outdoor activities, arts & hobbies, social entertainment, 

fun-filled AA activities and sober events. The stories were  

previously published in Grapevine, the International Journal 

of Alcoholics Anonymous. Full of passion and humor, this book 

shows how, by working the program and developing a sober  

network, life can begin to take on new,  

exciting adventures.
Printed in Canada
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“ I never forget how dark my life was just a few years  

I never forget how dark my life was just a few years  

ago… I laugh and have so much more fun now than I ever  

ago… I laugh and have so much more fun now than I ever  

used to. Thank you AA. I got the life I always dreamed of.

used to. Thank you AA. I got the life I always dreamed of.”   

—LARRY T., “LET THE MUSIC PLAY”

—LARRY T., “LET THE MUSIC PLAY”

“ Having fun without drinking was inconceivable to me… 

Having fun without drinking was inconceivable to me… 

There is no place now I can’t go and have a good time.

There is no place now I can’t go and have a good time.”   

—SNOW P., “BRIGHT LIGHTS OF FUN”

—SNOW P., “BRIGHT LIGHTS OF FUN”

“ There is no entertainment comparable to a jolly AA meeting…

There is no entertainment comparable to a jolly AA meeting…

No television, no movie, no live theater… I have had more fun 

No television, no movie, no live theater… I have had more fun 

since I joined AA than I ever did slouched on a bar stool.

since I joined AA than I ever did slouched on a bar stool.”
—DOSSIE P., “WHERE THE PARTY IS”

—DOSSIE P., “WHERE THE PARTY IS”

God grant me the serenity to accept the things  

I cannot change, courage to change the things I can, 

and wisdom to know the difference.

EXCERPTS FROM FUN IN SOBRIETY

How AA members learn to live sober 

How AA members learn to live sober 

and enjoy life to its fullest

and enjoy life to its fullest
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30th 
Anniversary Edition

THE HOME GROUP: 

HEARTBEAT OF AA

From AA Grapevine, updated with extra stories 

and a new chapter on virtual meetings

$13.99($13.49 for 5 or more copies)


